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Phytoplankton need multiple resources to grow and reproduce (such as nitrogen, phosphorus, and iron),
but the receptors through which they acquire resources are, in many cases, the same channels through
which viruses attack. Therefore, phytoplankton can face a bottom-up vs. top-down tradeoff in receptor
allocation: Optimize resource uptake or minimize virus attack? We investigate this top-down vs.
bottom-up tradeoff using an evolutionary ecology model of multiple essential resources, specialist
viruses that attack through the resource receptors, and a phytoplankton population that can evolve to
alter the fraction of receptors used for each resource/virus type. Without viruses present the singular
continuously stable strategy is to allocate receptors such that resources are co-limiting, which also
minimizes the equilibrium concentrations of both resources. Only one virus type can be present at
equilibrium (because phytoplankton, in this model, are a single resource for viruses), and when a virus
type is present, it controls the equilibrium phytoplankton population size. Despite this top-down
control on equilibrium densities, bottom-up control determines the evolutionary outcome. Regardless
of which virus type is present, the allocation strategy that yields co-limitation between the two
resources is continuously stable. This is true even when the virus type attacking through the limiting
resource channel is present, even though selection for co-limitation in this case decreases the
equilibrium phytoplankton population and does not decrease the equilibrium concentration of the
limiting resource. Therefore, although moving toward co-limitation and decreasing the equilibrium
concentration of the limiting resource often co-occur in models, it is co-limitation, and not necessarily
the lowest equilibrium concentration of the limiting resource, that is the result of selection. This result
adds to the growing body of literature suggesting that co-limitation at equilibrium is a winning strategy.
& 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Phytoplankton populations can be regulated by both bottomup and top-down control. Bottom-up control arises from the
influence of limiting nutrients on growth and reproduction
(Martin et al., 1994; Vitousek and Howarth, 1991), whereas topdown control results from parasitism (via viruses) (Fuhrman,
1999; Suttle, 2005; Weinbauer, 2004; Wilhelm and Suttle, 1999;
Wommack and Colwell, 2000) and/or grazing (Franks, 2002). As
well as being regulated by them, phytoplankton populations
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have important causal impacts on biogeochemical and trophic
dynamics, from their pivotal role in ambient nutrient concentrations and Redfield ratios (Karl et al., 2001; Redfield, 1958) to their
effects on secondary production in benthic (Menge et al., 1997,
2003) and pelagic (Barber and Chavez, 1983) ecosystems.
Quantitative theories of phytoplankton dynamics have long
incorporated bottom-up control, the most commonly used of
which is the Droop model in which growth is determined by
Liebig’s law of the minimum for multiple essential nutrients
(Ballantyne et al., 2008; Klausmeier et al., 2004; Legović and
Cruzado, 1997). The effects of grazing have also been extensively
studied, mostly in the context of what are known as NPZ
models where N, P and Z denote nutrients, phytoplankton, and
zooplankton, respectively (Franks, 2002; Jiang et al., 2005).
In contrast, the influence of parasitism on phytoplankton
dynamics and structure is less well understood, but it is
increasingly clear that it has a strong impact. Viruses infect,
lyse and co-opt phytoplankton (both prokaryotic—such as
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cyanobacteria—and eukaryotic phytoplankton), affecting phytoplankton populations, trophic dynamics, and aquatic nutrient
cycles (Fuhrman, 1999; Suttle, 2005; Weinbauer, 2004; Wilhelm
and Suttle, 1999; Wommack and Colwell, 2000). Viruses can
account for a large fraction of phytoplankton mortality. One study
calculated that 30% of cyanobacteria mortality resulted from virus
lysis (Proctor and Fuhrman, 1990), and others have shown that
experimental enrichment of virus concentrations by 20% led to
50% reduction in phytoplankton biomass and primary production
(Proctor and Fuhrman, 1992; Suttle, 1992; Suttle et al., 1990).
!1
Viruses occur in aquatic environments at densities up to 109 ml
(Bergh et al., 1989; Suttle et al., 1990; Wilhelm and Suttle, 1999;
Wommack and Colwell, 2000), outnumbering prokaryotes by an
order of magnitude (Weinbauer, 2004; Wommack and Colwell,
2000) and thus phytoplankton by even more. Some estimates
suggest that a quarter of newly photosynthesized carbon in
marine environments travels through the ‘‘viral shunt,’’ moving it
directly to dissolved organic carbon before grazers or other
consumers can access it (Suttle, 2005; Wilhelm and Suttle,
1999). Nutrients such as nitrogen, phosphorus, and iron are
released from host cells during lysis (Gobler et al., 1997; Poorvin
et al., 2004), which is likely to stimulate primary production
(Gobler et al., 1997; Poorvin et al., 2004; Weinbauer, 2004;
Wilhelm and Suttle, 1999). Virus host range varies from specific
(only able to infect a few closely related strains) to broad (able to
infect many strains and even multiple ‘‘species’’) (Weinbauer,
2004; Wilhelm and Suttle, 1999; Wommack and Colwell, 2000).
Viruses inject their genetic material into their hosts through
receptors on cell surfaces (Fuhrman, 1999; Weinbauer, 2004).
Interestingly, some of these receptors, such as certain porins, are
the same channels through which nutrients are taken up into
phytoplankton cells (Böhm et al., 2001; Gehring et al., 1987;
Killmann et al., 1995). This tradeoff between acquiring nutrients
and allowing virus attack (Weinbauer, 2004) sets up a number of
intriguing evolutionary issues for both the phytoplankton and the
viruses. An earlier work (Weitz et al., 2005) used adaptive
dynamics modeling to address co-evolutionary changes in
bacterial receptors and virus tail fiber configurations for receptors
that take up a single limiting nutrient. That study found that
selection pressure from viruses drives evolution of bacterial
receptors to minimize phage attack at the expense of optimal
resource uptake. Concomitant evolution by viruses can allow coexistence of multiple quasispecies of bacteria and of viruses, even
for a single limiting nutrient in a homogeneous environment.
Recently, the expression of a nutrient uptake receptor (LamB,
which controls maltose uptake) in Escherichia coli was observed to
change in response to top-down pressure from l-phage (which
attack through LamB) (Chapman-McQuiston and Wu, 2008),
showing that receptor allocation can be malleable on multiple
time scales.
In the present work we address a separate aspect of the
bottom-up vs. top-down tradeoff incurred by virus entry through
nutrient uptake channels that, to our knowledge, has received
little attention. Phytoplankton take up different nutrients through
different receptors, and because they need multiple nutrients to
survive, they must allocate a fraction of their uptake receptors to
each essential nutrient. However, each of these receptors is
subject to virus attack (here we only consider virus types that
enter through one receptor type), setting up an allocational
tradeoff between bottom-up (allocating receptors such that
nutrient uptake balances demand) and top-down (allocating
receptors such that virus load is minimized) control. We use
adaptive dynamics modeling to investigate how selection balances this top-down vs. bottom-up tradeoff, and also to examine
the effect of allocation strategies on ambient nutrient concentrations in aquatic ecosystems. In our model, as in others, selection
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for co-limitation is ubiquitous. For the first time, to our knowledge, we show that selection for co-limitation occurs despite the
top-down vs. bottom-up tradeoff. Furthermore, evolution toward
co-limitation does not necessarily lower the ambient concentrations of limiting resources, as expected from classic resource
competition theory (Tilman, 1982). In the classic case (without
top-down pressure), evolution toward co-limitation decreases
equilibrium resource concentrations and increases equilibrium
phytoplankton population density. However, in an ecological
context with a top-down vs. bottom-up tradeoff, evolution toward
co-limitation has no effect on equilibrium resource concentrations
and actually decreases the equilibrium population density of
the phytoplankton.
2. Model and analysis
2.1. Model description
The model we develop and analyze has a population of
phytoplankton, multiple essential resources, and viruses that
attack through specific nutrient uptake channels. It is general
enough that it can be applied to phytoplankton populations in
marine or freshwater habitats from tropical, temperate, or boreal
latitudes. It could also potentially be applied to other populations
that require multiple essential resources, face a top-down tradeoff
with the acquisition of each resource, and have evolutionarily
flexible allocation for uptake of each resource. The phytoplankton
population (B for ‘‘biomass’’) requires all essential resources ðRi Þ in
the model, and can be attacked by all viruses ðV j Þ in this model.
Phytoplankton growth and mortality are influenced by the
fraction of receptor allocation devoted to each nutrient uptake
channel ðxi Þ, which is the trait we will ultimately allow to evolve.
The resources represent the available (typically inorganic) form of
essential nutrients, such as nitrate, phosphate, or silicate, and
have the essential dynamics common to all such nutrients in real
ecosystems, including an input, losses, uptake by the phytoplankton, and recycling. The viruses are specialists that each infect
phytoplankton through a specific resource uptake channel; the
subscripts of the viruses correspond to the resource with that
same subscript. There is evidence that some viruses are generalists (Weinbauer, 2004), entering through generic features of cell
membranes such as lipid–polysaccharides, but incorporating
generalists into our model yields no qualitatively new results
(analysis not shown). Although some viruses can integrate
themselves into the chromosomal DNA of their hosts in a latent
state (e.g., temperate phages), we focus on viruses that lyse host
cells outright. For n resources and viruses, the dynamics of the
model are given by
0
0
11
n
X
dB
¼ B@ gðR1 ; R2 ; . . . ; Rn Þ ! @m þ
(1)
xj fj V j AA,
dt
j
0
0
11
n
X
dRi
B @
@
¼ Ii ! ki Ri !
gðR1 ; R2 ; . . . ; Rn Þ ! ð1 ! di Þ m þ
xj fj V j AA,
dt
oi
j

(2)

dV j
¼ V j ðbj xj fj B ! mj Þ,
dt

(3)

gðR1 ; R2 ; . . . ; Rn Þ ¼ MIN½x1 a1 R1 ; x2 a2 R2 ; . . . ; xn an Rn '.

(4)

Because the allocation strategies ðxi Þ are fractions, they sum to one
P
ð ni xi ¼ 1Þ, which also indicates the allocational constraint of a
fixed number of nutrient uptake receptor sites on a given cell.
Phytoplankton growth, Eq. (4), is set by a Liebig’s law of the
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minimum, a typical formulation for essential resources (e.g.,
Ballantyne et al., 2008; Klausmeier et al., 2004; Legović and
Cruzado, 1997; Tilman, 1982). The relative growth rate (per unit
phytoplankton biomass) is the minimum of the relative growth
functions for each resource, which are proportional to the
concentrations of each resource ðRi Þ, the uptake/growth parameters for each resource ðai Þ, and the fractions of receptors
allocated to taking up each essential nutrient, i.e., the allocation
strategies ðxi Þ. These linear functions are simplified approximations of more realistic saturating functions, which we have also
examined, and which do not produce qualitatively different
results (see Appendix A). Phytoplankton die and enter the nutrient
pool due to non-virus-related causes at a constant rate ðmÞ, and
due to lysis caused by each virus type (the ‘‘viral shunt’’, as in
Suttle, 2005; Wilhelm and Suttle, 1999), which are proportional to
the virus population sizes ðV j Þ and contact rates ðfj Þ. Upon lysis,
new viruses are released given by the burst sizes ðbj Þ, and viruses
leave the system according to their decay rates ðmj Þ. Nutrients
come into the system via constant input fluxes ðIi Þ and leave via
first-order loss rates ðki Þ. As phytoplankton grow, nutrients are
taken up with stoichiometric terms ðoi Þ, and as phytoplankton
die, fractions ð1 ! di Þ of the nutrients are mineralized and return
to the available nutrient pool, whereas the remaining fractions ðdi Þ
are lost from the system. The nutrient dynamics in this model are
similar to those in other simple ecosystem models (Ballantyne et
al., 2008; DeAngelis, 1992; Jiang et al., 2005; Menge et al., 2008),
except that uptake also depends on the fraction of receptors
allocated to that nutrient. We ignore nutrients cycling through
viruses themselves, in part because they do not use some

nutrients (such as silicate). The parasite–host dynamics are
similar to Type I predator–prey or parasite–host models (Holling,
1959), except for the dependence on the fraction of receptors
allocated toward each nutrient.
When limitation is clear we refer to limiting and non-limiting
resources and the viruses that attack through those resource
channels (Rlim and V lim for limiting channels, Rnon and V non for
non-limiting channels). When limitation is unclear we use
numbers to distinguish the types. Because the allocation strategies are constrained by summing to one, n ! 1 allocation
strategies define the nth strategy. For example, a single allocation
strategy defines the other for the case of two resources
(xnon ¼ 1 ! xlim or x2 ¼ 1 ! x1 ). A cartoon of our model with two
resources is shown in Fig. 1, which shows the allocation strategy
(Fig. 1A), the full ecological system (Fig. 1B), and the components
of the system (Fig. 1C).

2.2. Model analysis
We analyze this model in two ways. First, we analyze the
model as a purely ecological system, finding equilibria and local
stability of Eqs. (1)–(3). This provides insight into how the topdown vs. bottom-up tradeoff affects the various components of
the system, but leaves unclear how selection will influence the
phytoplankton’s allocation strategy. To investigate how the
tradeoff between nutrient uptake and virus infection plays out
evolutionarily, we use techniques from adaptive dynamics (e.g.,
Geritz et al., 1997). Adaptive dynamics recognizes that the

x1
1- x1

x1 = 0

Nutrients

Receptor allocation

Viruses

Phytoplankton

x1 = 1

Receptors

Fig. 1. Cartoon of our model for the case of two receptor types. (A) Phytoplankton strategies are classified according to the fraction of receptors allocated toward uptake of
different nutrients. (B) The full model consists of phytoplankton, nutrients, and viruses. Phytoplankton require both essential nutrients for growth and survival, and die due
to both viral lysis and non-viral causes. Both nutrients and viruses enter phytoplankton through specific nutrient uptake receptors. (C) Components of the model.
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environment—which includes other species and other phenotypes within the focal species—influences evolution, and seeks to
determine evolutionary outcomes of model ecosystems. Key
assumptions are that ecological dynamics are rapid relative to
evolutionary dynamics and that phenotypic evolution sufficiently
describes the trait(s) of interest (i.e., there are no genetic
limitations to the appearance of mutants near the residents in
trait space). In our model, we allow the allocation strategies ðxi Þ to
evolve and we analytically determine evolutionarily stable
(cannot be invaded once established) and convergence stable
(will be approached from anywhere) strategies (Geritz et al.,
1997; Levin and Muller-Landau, 2000; Menge et al., 2008; Weitz
et al., 2005).
To illustrate transient dynamics we also simulate the system.
Using MATLAB’s ode45 function for numerical integration, we
simulate the ecological dynamics (Eqs. (1)–(3)) continuously,
stopping for certain events. Phytoplankton mutation events occur
at a low, exponentially distributed rate. At each mutation event,
phytoplankton with different allocation strategies appear at low
density. A random draw determines which receptor type switches
to which other type, and the degree of difference from their parent
type is based on a Gaussian draw with the same mean as the
parent. We impose no limit on the number of phytoplankton types
that can be in the model, but when the density of a phytoplankton
type drops below a threshold (the same as the low density at
which they are introduced) we remove them from the model.
Viruses do not evolve in our model, but are removed when they
reach low enough density in the same way as phytoplankton
types. To ensure that all virus types have a chance to succeed, new
virus immigrants of all types are introduced at a low, exponentially distributed rate. We simulate the system for two resources
and no viruses; two resources and two viruses; and three
resources and three viruses. With this exception, all results in
the main text are confined to two resources/virus types. In
Appendix B we present the extended calculations for n resources
and virus types. See Appendix C for simulation parameters and
Weitz et al. (2005) for further simulation details.

3. Results

For equilibrium calculations we only consider one phytoplankton
type. The equilibrium with a top-down vs. bottom-up tradeoff, found
by setting Eqs. (1)–(3) equal to zero and specifying that the virus
attacking the non-limiting resource channel is absent ðV non ¼ 0Þ, is
B̄ ¼

mlim
,
xlim blim flim

R̄lim ¼

x^ lim

(5)

which also defines which virus will win. When phytoplankton
allocate more receptors to the limiting resource than this threshold ðxlim 4x^ lim Þ, the virus attacking through the limiting resource
channel ðV lim Þ wins, and the top-down vs. bottom-up tradeoff
exists. A higher fraction of receptors allocated to the limiting
resource ðxlim Þ yields both a higher uptake rate of the limiting
resource and a higher rate of virus attack. Alternatively, when
phytoplankton allocate less than this threshold to the limiting
resource ðxlim ox^ lim Þ, the other virus ðV non Þ wins and there is no
such tradeoff. In this case, a higher fraction of receptors allocated
to the limiting resource ðxlim Þ yields a higher uptake rate of the
limiting resource, but a lower rate of virus attack, both of which
are beneficial to phytoplankton.

1
knon

V̄ lim ¼

flim

alim

!

Inon !

R̄lim !

"
mlim dnon alim
R̄lim ,
blim flim onon

m
xlim flim

.

(7)

(8)

(9)

As is generally the case for predator–prey-type models, equilibrium
phytoplankton biomass (B̄, Eq. (6)) is regulated by the viruses, since
it depends on virus parameters. The exception is the allocation
strategy ðxlim Þ. Even though it increases the uptake rate of the
limiting nutrient, increasing the fraction of receptors allocated to the
limiting resource ðxlim Þ decreases the equilibrium biomass of the
phytoplankton (B̄, Eq. (6)) because it increases the virus attack rate,
further implicating the importance of top-down control on the
ecological equilibrium. Increasing the fraction of receptors allocated
to the limiting resource ðxlim Þ has no effect on the equilibrium
concentrations
of
either
nutrient
(R̄lim ,
R̄non ;
Eqs. (7), (8)). Not surprisingly, increasing the fraction of receptors
allocated to the limiting resource ðxlim Þ increases the equilibrium
virus population size (V̄ lim , Eq. (9)).
When the virus attacking the limiting resource channel is
absent ðV lim ¼ 0Þ, there is no tradeoff since increasing the fraction
of receptors allocated to the limiting resource ðxlim Þ yields both a
higher uptake rate of the limiting resource and a lower virus
attack rate. This equilibrium is given by
B̄ ¼

mnon
,
ð1 ! xlim Þbnon fnon

3.1. Ecological analysis

1
¼
,
mnon blim flim
1þ
mlim bnon fnon

(6)

Ilim
,
mlim dlim alim
klim þ
blim flim olim

R̄non ¼

R̄lim ¼

Even though they enter through different channels, different
virus types in this model use phytoplankton as their sole resource.
As has been noted before (e.g., Tilman, 1982), only one consumer
(viruses, in this case) in a homogeneous system can survive in an
equilibrium environment. The only exception in this model is at a
singular threshold point,
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Ilim
"
,
xlim
mnon dlim alim
klim þ
1 ! xlim bnon fnon olim
!

(10)

(11)

R̄non ¼

!
!
"
"
xlim
mnon dnon alim
R̄lim ,
Inon !
knon
1 ! xlim bnon fnon onon

(12)

V̄ non ¼

xlim alim R̄lim ! m
.
ð1 ! xlim Þfnon

(13)

1

As above, equilibrium phytoplankton biomass is under top-down
regulation. Without a tradeoff, increasing the fraction of receptors
allocated to the limiting resource ðxlim Þ increases the equilibrium
phytoplankton biomass (B̄, Eq. (10)) and decreases the equilibrium
concentrations of both nutrients (R̄lim , R̄non ; Eqs. (11), (12)). Both
equilibria are locally stable when they exist (see Appendix D).
3.2. Evolutionary analysis
3.2.1. Analytical results
It is not intuitively obvious how natural selection will
shape allocation to uptake receptors, particularly when the
allocational trait carries a tradeoff between top-down and
bottom-up forces. With this tradeoff (when the virus attacking
the limiting resource channel is present but the other virus is
absent), the growth rate of a mutant phytoplankton (B0 , with
allocation strategy x0lim ) invading a steady-state system with
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a resident (with allocation strategy xlim ) is
0

!

x0lim

dB
¼ B0 m
dt
xlim

"
!1 .

(14)

Since the mutant’s growth rate ðdB0 =dtÞ is positive when x0lim 4xlim ,
it invades when it allocates a greater fraction of its receptors
to the limiting resource than the resident, even though this
simultaneously yields a greater mortality rate. This occurs
because an increase in the fraction of receptors allocated to the
limiting resource ðxlim Þ increases growth more than mortality
because there is a component of mortality ðmÞ that is independent
of the allocation strategy ðxlim Þ and viruses (see Eq. (1)). As we
show in Appendix E, adding a resource-independent growth term
that exceeds the virus-independent mortality term (or removing
the virus-independent mortality term) can yield other results.
However, because growth must depend on resources, and viruses
do not account for all phytoplankton mortality, the biological
relevance of these other results is unclear. If growth is limited by a
resource that does not require cell-surface receptors, such as light,
there is no top-down vs. bottom-up tradeoff for the cell-surface
receptor allocation strategy.
When there is no top-down vs. bottom-up tradeoff,
selection still pushes the phytoplankton toward co-limitation.
The growth rate of a mutant invading a resident when the only
virus present is the one attacking the non-limiting resource
channel is
!
"
1 ! x0lim
dB0
¼ B0 ðalim R̄lim ! mÞ 1 !
,
dt
1 ! xlim

(15)

where the equilibrium concentration of the limiting resource
ðR̄lim Þ is set by the resident. Since xlim alim R̄lim ! m40 and xlim o1,
the first term in parentheses is positive, and therefore the
mutant’s growth rate ðdB0 =dtÞ is positive when it allocates more
receptors to the limiting resource ðx0lim 4xlim Þ. Because the
mutant’s growth rate ðdB0 =dtÞ is positive when it allocates more
receptors to the limiting resource ðx0lim 4xlim Þ regardless of which
resource is limiting and which virus is present, selection always
pushes the phytoplankton toward co-limitation. Therefore, the
allocation strategy that yields co-limitation,
x(1 ¼

1þ

(16)

a1 R̄1
a2 R̄2

is a convergence stable strategy. Furthermore, the strategy that
yields co-limitation ðx(1 Þ is evolutionarily stable because, once
established, any changes to the allocation strategy ðx1 Þ decrease
growth, and thus cannot invade. Because it is both convergence
and evolutionarily stable, the strategy that yields co-limitation
ðx(1 Þ is a continuously stable strategy (Eshel, 1983). When the topdown vs. bottom-up tradeoff exists (x^ 1 ox(1 and resource 1 ðR1 Þ is
limiting or vice versa), phytoplankton will evolve toward
equilibrium co-limitation ðx(1 Þ, even though it decreases equilibrium biomass and does not alter equilibrium concentrations of
the limiting resource.
Without any viruses present (i.e., without top-down
control), the allocation strategy that gives co-limitation is
also continuously stable, as has been seen in a model with
flexible stoichiometry (Klausmeier et al., 2007). However, the

x1

1

1

1

Viruses (# ml–1)

Allocation strategy

x1,v1

x1

0

0

x 104
3.34
Available N (nmol ml–1)

Phytoplankton (cells ml–1)

2

3.28

1.5

1

0.5
0

5
Time (d)

10
x 104

0

5
Time (d)

10
x 104

Fig. 2. Evolution with two resources and no viruses. Time is the horizontal axis for all panels, and is on the same scale for all panels. (A) Fraction of receptors allocated
toward taking up resource 1 ðx1 Þ. The mean of all present individuals is the solid black line. For a population of one quasispecies this is the allocation strategy ðx1 Þ of that
quasispecies, but in the transient cases where more than one type exists it is the mean of all types present, weighted by their relative abundance. The black and red dotted
lines are the strategies that give co-limitation at equilibrium, with viruses absent (black) and present (red). The dashed black line is the threshold allocation strategy ðx^ 1 Þ
that determines which virus type wins. (B) Virus density. In this simulation both are forced to be zero. (C) Total phytoplankton density (all types are aggregated). Note that
higher densities occur but are not shown. (D) Density of resource 1, parameterized as available nitrogen.
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co-limitation strategy when viruses are absent is a different
strategy than when viruses are present because the equilibrium
resource concentrations (R̄1 and R̄2 ), which determine the
co-limitation strategy (x(1 , Eq. (16)), are different. In this case the
co-limitation strategy decreases resource concentrations, as
would be expected from resource competition theory (Tilman,
1982). (See Appendix F for these calculations.)

3.2.2. Simulations
Simulations confirm the analytical insights. With viruses
absent (Fig. 2) and present (Figs. 3 and 4), the phytoplankton
population evolves toward its co-limitation point. However, the
co-limitation point is different depending on whether, and which,
viruses are present. In Figs. 2A and 3A, the black dotted line
represents the co-limitation strategy ðx(1 Þ without viruses,
whereas the red dotted line represents the co-limitation strategy
with virus 1 present ðx(1;V 1 Þ. The phytoplankton evolve toward the
black dotted line in Fig. 2A, but the red dotted line in Fig. 3A. In
both cases the allocation strategy ðx1 Þ plotted is the mean of the
allocation strategies of all phytoplankton in the ecosystem, but
since only one phytoplankton type can exist at equilibrium, the
mean is typically the allocation strategy ðx1 Þ of the currently
winning type.
When we exclude viruses from the system (Fig. 2),
phytoplankton evolution toward the strategy that yields
co-limitation ðx(1 Þ increases equilibrium phytoplankton biomass
(Fig. 2C) and lowers resource concentrations (resource 1, parameterized as nitrogen, is shown in Fig. 2D). These results agree
with analytical equilibrium calculations (see Appendix F). Each
successful mutation causes a transient spike in phytoplankton
!1
biomass (up to 5:2 ) 104 cells ml , off the scale in Fig. 2C).

In the system with two resources and two viruses, which virus
type wins depends on the value of the current allocation strategy
ðx1 Þ in relation to the threshold allocation strategy ðx^ 1 Þ, as
predicted in Eq. (5). At the start of our simulation, the current
allocation strategy is below this threshold ðx1 ox^ 1 Þ, so virus 2 (V 2 ,
blue line in Fig. 3B) wins. Because the current allocation strategy
is less than the strategy that yields co-limitation when virus 2 is
present (x1 ox(1;V 2 , not shown in Fig. 3A), resource 1 ðR1 Þ is
limiting, so there is no top-down vs. bottom-up tradeoff because
increasing the fraction of receptors allocated to the limiting
resource ðx1 Þ decreases the mortality rate and increases the
growth rate. Because the current allocation strategy is below the
threshold ðx1 ox^ 1 Þ, mutants allocating more to the limiting
resource (with larger x1 ) invade (Fig. 3A), which drives the
limiting resource level down (Fig. 3D), increases the equilibrium
phytoplankton biomass (Fig. 3C), and decreases the equilibrium
virus load (Fig. 3B).
As soon as the current allocation strategy ðx1 Þ crosses the
threshold ðx^ 1 Þ, virus 1 (V 1 , red line in Fig. 3B) invades and outcompetes virus 2 ðV 2 Þ, and therefore the top-down vs. bottom-up
tradeoff materializes. The phytoplankton population still evolves
toward the strategy that yields co-limitation (which is now x(1;V 1 ,
shown in the red dotted line) (Fig. 3A), but this no longer
decreases the equilibrium resource levels (Fig. 3D) and actually
decreases the equilibrium phytoplankton population (Fig. 3C), as
well as increasing the equilibrium virus load (Fig. 3B). Each
successful mutation (jump in Fig. 3A) is accompanied by a
transient dip in the resource level (Fig. 3C), but the resource level
returns to the same equilibrium.
Similar dynamics are seen in the case with three resources and
three viruses (Fig. 4). In this case there are two degrees of freedom
for the allocation strategy (x1 and x2 , so allocation to third

x1

1
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V2
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Fig. 3. Evolution with two resources and two viruses. All panels are the same as in Fig. 2, except that in (B) both virus types are shown: virus 1 ðV 1 Þ in red, virus 2 ðV 2 Þ in
blue.
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Fig. 4. Evolution with three resources and three viruses. (A) Phase plane diagram of the two allocation strategies (x1 and x2 ). The solid black line is the mean of all present
individuals, as in Figs. 2A and 3A. The black dashed lines are thresholds combinations of allocation strategies (x^ 1 and x^ 2 ) that determine which virus type wins. Each virus
type excludes both the others in one region, indicated by the colored text ðV 1 ; V 2 ; V 3 Þ. The open circle is the starting point, and the black asterisk is the strategy that yields
co-limitation between all three resources when virus 1 ðV 1 Þ is present. (B) Same as Fig. 3, except that there are now three virus types (corresponding to three essential
resources). (C) and (D) are the same as in Figs. 2 and 3.

resource is 1 ! x1 ! x2 ), so Fig. 4A is a phase plane diagram with
allocation strategy 1 ðx1 Þ on the horizontal axis and allocation
strategy 2 ðx2 Þ on the vertical axis. The strategy space is
divided into three regions by threshold lines (dashed black lines
derived in Appendix B, similar to the threshold strategy x^ 1 in
Fig. 3A) that determine which virus type wins (indicated by
colored text). The simulation begins (the open circle in Fig. 4A) in
the region where virus 2 wins, as shown in Fig. 4B. The
phytoplankton population soon crosses into the region where
virus 3 wins, and eventually into the region where virus 1 wins
(Fig. 4A,B). Throughout, the phytoplankton population evolves
toward the strategy set that yields co-limitation by all three
resources. The strategy that yields co-limitation with virus 1
present (derived in Appendix B) is shown in Fig. 4A with a black
asterisk. With virus 1 present and resource 1 limiting, the topdown vs. bottom-up tradeoff materializes. With this tradeoff, the
phytoplankton equilibrium population decreases (Fig. 4C) and the
equilibrium nutrient density remains constant (Fig. 4D), as in
the case with two resources.

4. Discussion
There has been much debate in the ecological literature about
the importance of bottom-up vs. top-down factors (Borer et al.,
2006; Hairston et al., 1960; Hunter et al., 1997; Menge, 2000;
Vitousek and Howarth, 1991). Our model incorporates both types
of pressure on a phytoplankton population—phytoplankton need
essential resources to grow, and can be killed by viruses—and

thus can be used to ask questions about which factors are
important drivers of particular patterns. As has been known for a
long time in predator–prey or parasite–host models (e.g.,
Rosenzweig and MacArthur, 1963), the phytoplankton (prey)
population is controlled by top-down pressure at the ecological
equilibrium. However, bottom-up factors are the target of
selection over evolutionary time scales, even when bottom-up
and top-down forces are in direct conflict for the evolving trait.
Hence, the fraction of resource uptake receptors allocated toward
the limiting resource increases over evolutionary time, even when
viruses can only enter through that receptor type, and this
evolutionary change both decreases equilibrium phytoplankton
density and has no effect on equilibrium nutrient density.
This result adds to the growing body of literature that argues
that both bottom-up and top-down factors are important
(e.g., Hunter et al., 1997; Jaschinski and Sommer, 2008; Jiang
et al., 2005; Menge, 2000; Menge et al., 1997, 1999, 2003; Moreau
et al., 2006). Some of these studies have shown that bottom-up
and top-down factors are important on different spatial scales
(Menge, 2000; Menge et al., 1997, 1999, 2003), and our study adds
a new wrinkle of different time scales (top-down for ecological,
bottom-up for evolutionary time scales).
Selection for the strategy that yields co-limitation at equilibrium is ubiquitous in our model, even when this selection
decreases phytoplankton biomass and does not alter nutrient
concentrations at equilibrium. This result strengthens an argument put forth by Klausmeier et al. (2007) that selection for the
unique allocation strategy that leads to co-limitation should be
thought of as a general principle. This has now been shown in
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models of general consumers needing two essential resources
(Abrams, 1987; Tilman, 1982), plants that need light and nutrients
(Reynolds and Pacala, 1993), bacteria with two essential resources
(Van den Berg et al., 2002), and phytoplankton with two
(Klausmeier et al., 2007; the present work) or more (the present
work) essential resources. These models differ in many ways,
including stoichiometry (static vs. flexible), techniques (optimization vs. adaptive dynamics), resource dynamics (e.g., nutrients vs.
light, including recycling or not), functional responses (e.g., linear
vs. saturating resource uptake), and the presence of top-down
pressure on the evolving trait, in which our model is unique
among those cited above. Our work is perhaps the most
robust test of this general principle, given that there is a
direct tradeoff between evolving toward co-limitation and
increased mortality.
In an interesting departure from these other models, our model
shows that evolution toward co-limitation is not synonymous
with decreasing the equilibrium concentration of the limiting
resource (the R( principle of Tilman, 1982). As can be seen in
Fig. 3D, each successful mutation is accompanied by a transient
decrease in the limiting nutrient concentration, but in the case
where there is a top-down vs. bottom-up tradeoff (after virus 1
takes over from virus 2 or virus 3, seen in Figs. 3B and 4B), the
equilibrium concentration of the limiting resource is the same
(as can be seen in Eq. (7)). Therefore, co-limitation at equilibrium,
rather than the minimum equilibrium resource concentration,
is the target of selection. In many models, moving toward
co-limitation and decreasing the equilibrium concentration of
the limiting resource co-occur, but our model demonstrates
an exception.
Co-limitation by multiple resources seems to be common in
many real ecosystems (Elser et al., 2007), seemingly in agreement
with this model result. However, some studies testing for multiple
resource limitation reveal a response to only a single factor (e.g.,
Dukes et al., 2005; Vitousek and Farrington, 1997), and it is
unclear from meta-analyses that reveal community-level colimitation whether individual species are co-limited (as these
models predict) or whether community-level co-limitation arises
from multiple species being limited by a single (but different)
resource each (Elser et al., 2007). Therefore, co-limitation of
individual species in natural ecosystems may not be ubiquitous.
Given the robustness of the model prediction of co-limitation,
what could cause single resource limitation? In our model, and in
the models cited earlier, allocation to resource uptake is flexible,
either over physiological (for optimization models) or evolutionary time. If allocation is not flexible, i.e., if there are inherent
constraints on allocation patterns (as for nitrogen fixation in
Menge et al., 2008), single resource limitation could result.
However, the biological basis of such constraints for receptor
allocation is unclear.
Another possible explanation for single resource limitation is a
non-steady-state environment. If resource availability changes on
a faster time scale than autotrophs’ ability to alter allocation,
single resource limitation could be pervasive. Changing resource
availability could result from external forcing (such as climatic/
oceanographic patterns or disturbance), and could also result
from the system itself. Many predator–prey-type models predict
oscillations, some of which persist indefinitely and some of which
die away without perturbation (e.g., Rosenzweig and MacArthur,
1963; Volterra, 1926). For the parameters we used there are no
oscillations in our model (although exploration of parameter
space shows that damped oscillations are possible), but each
mutation perturbs the system relatively far away from equilibrium (as seen in the apparent fluctuations in virus, phytoplankton, and resource densities). Therefore, if evolutionary processes
(successful mutations) are sufficiently rapid relative to ecological
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processes (return to ecological equilibrium), they could maintain
single resource limitation indefinitely.
Throughout this paper we have focused on phytoplankton and
the viruses that attack them, but our model applies equally well to
other single-celled organisms that acquire multiple essential
resources through virus-prone receptors. For instance, heterotrophic prokaryotes in aquatic systems, which play key roles in
biogeochemical cycling (Azam et al., 1983; Cho and Azam, 1988)
and are highly prone to virus infection (Fuhrman, 1999; Suttle,
2005; Weinbauer, 2004; Wilhelm and Suttle, 1999; Wommack
and Colwell, 2000), require multiple essential resources to survive
(such as carbon and nutrient sources), and it is likely they face a
similar top-down vs. bottom-up tradeoff. Our model could also be
applied to multicellular organisms that face similar tradeoffs, such
as being infected by different food-borne parasites in different
essential food sources.
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Appendix A. Results with saturating functions
Using the growth function
#
$
x1 a1 R1 x2 a2 R2
xn an Rn
;
;...;
gðR1 ; R2 ; . . . ; Rn Þ ¼ MIN
b1 þ R 1 b2 þ R 2
bn þ Rn

(A.1)

instead of Eq. (4), the equilibria are as follows. With V lim present,
B̄ ¼

m
,
xbf

(A.2)

R̄lim

2
sffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi3
!
"2
1 4
mda
mda
I!
¼
! kb þ
I!
! kb þ 4kIb5,
2k
bfo
bfo

(A.3)

R̄non ¼

V̄ lim ¼

1
knon

#
Inon !

aR̄lim
fðb þ R̄lim Þ

$
mdnon aR̄lim
,
onon bfðb þ R̄lim Þ

!

m
xf

,

(A.4)

(A.5)

where all parameters have the subscript lim (omitted for brevity)
unless otherwise noted (and except m, which has no receptor
distinction). As in the linear case, B̄ decreases with xlim , V̄ lim
increases, and both R̄lim and R̄non do not change.
With V non present,
B̄ ¼

mnon
,
bnon fnon ð1 ! xÞ

R̄lim ¼

#
qffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi$
1
Y þ Y 2 þ 4kIb ,
2k

Y ¼I!

& x ' m da
non
! kb,
1 ! x bnon fnon o

(A.6)

(A.7)

(A.8)
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R̄non ¼

#
$
& x '
mnon dnon aR̄lim
Inon !
,
knon
1 ! x onon bnon fnon ðb þ R̄lim Þ

V̄ non ¼

& x '
aR̄lim
m
,
!
1 ! x fnon ðb þ R̄lim Þ fnon ð1 ! xÞ

1

(A.9)

(A.10)

where, again, all parameters have the subscript lim unless
otherwise noted. As with the linear functions, B̄ increases with
xlim and both R̄lim and R̄non decrease.
The invasion conditions with saturating growth functions are
very similar to those with linear functions. When V lim is present
the growth rate of an invading type B0 is exactly the same as
Eq. (14), whereas when V non is present it is
!
"!
"
1 ! x0lim
dB0
alim R̄lim
¼ B0
!m
1!
,
(A.11)
dt
1 ! xlim
blim þ R̄lim
which, as in the linear case, is positive when x0lim 4xlim .

Appendix B. Results for more than two resources and viruses
With n resource and virus types, there are n ! 1 degrees of
freedom for the allocation strategies xi . Therefore, there are
theoretically many possible types of mutations, such as increasing
x1 while decreasing x2 and leaving all others constant, increasing
x1 while decreasing x2 . . . xn equally, increasing x1 and x2 while
decreasing x3 , and so on. Biologically, the mutations of interest are
switches from one receptor type to another, so we confine our
analysis here to simple switches from one receptor type to
another receptor type.
The singular point that allows co-existence of multiple virus
types is a simple extension of Eq. (5),
xi ¼

1
Pn mj bi fi
j
mi bj fj

(B.1)

for every xi. This is also the intersection of the lines that determine
which virus type can invade which other virus type. Virus i can
invade virus j when
xi 4

mi bj fj
x,
mj bi fi j

(B.2)

leading to regions of strategy space in which one virus type
excludes all others. These are the three regions denoted in Fig. 4A.
Equilibrium calculations with n types are very similar to those
for two types. When the virus attacking the limiting resource
channel is present, the equilibrium expressions are exactly the
same as Eqs. (6)–(9) (or Eqs. (A.2)–(A.5) for the saturating uptake
case), where R̄non represents all non-limiting resources (with
parameters subscripted ‘‘non’’ being the parameters for that
particular Rnon ). When the virus present is attacking a nonlimiting resource channel, some subscripts change. With more
than two types, all ‘‘non’’ subscripts in Eqs. (10)–(13) (or Eqs.
(A.6)–(A.10) for the saturating uptake case) refer to the channel
through which the virus is attacking (and 1 ! xlim becomes the
xnon for this channel), except for the equations for non-limiting
resources through which no virus is attacking. If ‘‘non; V’’ refers to
the channel through which the virus is attacking and ‘‘non; j’’
refers to the all other non-limiting resource channels j, the
equilibrium value of the non-limiting resources that have no virus
attacking are
!
!
"
mnon;V dnon;j alim
1
xlim
R̄non;j ¼
I
!
R̄
(B.3)
knon;j non;j
xnon;V bnon;V fnon;V onon;j lim
for the linear case (the saturating case is analogous).

Local stability (see Appendix D) also extends to n types. The
non-limiting resource columns in the Jacobian matrix have all
zeros except for their diagonal term, which is !knon . Therefore, the
upper left 3 ) 3 submatrix is the same as in Appendix D, the upper
right submatrix is all zeros (so the whole matrix is triangular), and
the lower right submatrix has all zeros except for negative terms
on the diagonal. Triangularity means that the eigenvalues of the
whole matrix are the eigenvalues of the upper left and lower
right submatrices. Because the upper left submatrix is the same as
in Appendix D, all its eigenvalues are negative. Because the
lower right submatrix is itself triangular, its eigenvalues are the
diagonal elements, which are all negative. Therefore, the system
with n resources is locally stable. (Analogous results hold for
equilibrium and stability calculations for the case of no viruses,
as in Appendix F.)
With more than two resources and viruses, the evolutionary
analysis must consider the potential mutation of any of the
allocation strategies ðxi Þ. When the top-down vs. bottom-up
tradeoff exists (i.e., when the virus attacking the limiting resource
channel is present but all others are absent), the invasion of a
mutant allocating more or less to the limiting resource (x0lim
invading xlim ) is exactly the same as Eq. (14), so that strategy will
evolve toward co-limitation despite decreasing equilibrium
phytoplankton biomass and not changing equilibrium resource
densities, as was the case for two resources and viruses. Mutants
allocating more or less to a non-limiting resource but leaving
allocation to the limiting resource unchanged (x0non axnon but
x0lim ¼ xlim ) when the top-down vs. bottom-up tradeoff exists have
neutral invasion terms. However, even genetic drift could push the
phytoplankton toward co-limitation because a non-limiting
resource (the one with less allocation to it) would become closer
to being limiting (although the one with more allocation to it
would become farther from being limiting).
If the virus present is attacking a non-limiting resource
channel, there is no top-down vs. bottom-up tradeoff, and colimitation is still selected for. In this case there are four possible
mutations of interest: (i) a switch between the fractions of
receptors allocated to the limiting resource ðxlim Þ and the nonlimiting resource with the virus present ðxnon;V Þ, (ii) a change in
xlim with no change in xnon;V , (iii) a change in xnon;V with no change
in xlim , and (iv) a change in other allocation strategies with no
change in xlim or xnon;V . Case (i) is analogous to the main text (Eq.
P
(14)), but now xnon;V ¼ 1 ! n;janon;V;jalim
! xlim, and xnon;V and xlim
j
are the only strategies changing. Using the shorthand
Pn;janon;V;jalim
P
xj ¼ j xj , the invasion equation is now
j
0
0
1
1
!
P
X
1 ! j xj ! x0lim
dB0
0@
P
¼ B alim R̄lim @1 !
xj A ! mA 1 !
. (B.4)
dt
1 ! j xj ! xlim
j
As in Eq. (15), Eq. (B.4) is positive when x0lim 4xlim , so selection
leads to co-limitation.
For case (ii), the invasion equation is
! 0
"
0
x
dB
¼ B0 ðm þ xnon;V fnon;V V̄ non;V Þ lim ! 1 .
(B.5)
dt
xlim

Because the expression in the first parentheses is always positive,
mutants allocating more to the limiting resource always invade, as
before. For case (iii), the invasion equation is
!
"
x0
dB0
¼ B0 ðxlim alim R̄lim ! mÞ 1 ! non;V .
(B.6)
dt
xnon;V
In this case, mutants allocating less to the non-limiting resource
invade. This pushes the phytoplankton toward co-limitation
because less allocation to a non-limiting resource will eventually
lead to co-limitation between this resource and the formerly
limiting resource. In this case, the top-down pressure is the only
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where all parameters are for the limiting resource channel
unless otherwise specified. When divided into two blocks,
with dividing lines between the third and fourth rows and the
third and fourth columns, this is a triangular matrix, so the
eigenvalues of the two blocks are the eigenvalues of the full
matrix. The lower right eigenvalue, !knon , is negative. Thus,
negative eigenvalues of the upper left block (for dV lim =dt, dB=dt,
and dRlim =dt) guarantee local stability of the full system. All
eigenvalues are negative when the opposite of the trace ð!TrÞ, the
sum of principal minors (which we will call &), and the opposite
of the determinant ð!DetÞ, of the upper left block are all positive;
and !Tr&4 ! Det.
!
"
am
!Tr ¼ k þ
,
(D.2)
obf

pressure under selection. In case (iv), invasion is neutral, as above.
As a whole, these results show that directional evolution of the
fractions of receptors allocated to the limiting or non-limiting
resources always push the phytoplankton population toward colimitation between all essential resources, possibly passing
through co-limitation between subsets of all essential resources.
The strategy the yields co-limitation between all resources,
x(i ¼

1
Pn ai R̄i
j

(B.7)

aj R̄j

for all xi , is a continuously stable strategy, analogous to the
two resource/virus case in the main text. This strategy, solved for
three resources (with two degrees of freedom) and virus 1
present, is the co-limitation point plotted in Fig. 4A toward which
evolution proceeds.

& ¼ mðxaR̄lim ! mÞ þ

Appendix C. Simulation parameters

a2 mdxR̄lim
,
obf

(D.3)

!
"
dam
.
!Det ¼ mðxaR̄lim ! mÞ k þ
obf

The equations we use for the ecological model in the simulations
are the same as Eqs. (1)–(3), except we allow for the possibility of
multiple phytoplankton types Bk with different allocation strategies
xik to nutrient Ri . Parameter values are in Table C1.

(D.4)

Since do1, the equilibrium is locally stable when it exists.
The Jacobian for system with V non , ordered dV non =dt, dB=dt,
dRlim =dt, dRnon =dt, is

Appendix D. Stability of ecological equilibria

0

The Jacobian for the system with V lim , ordered dV lim =dt, dB=dt,
dRlim =dt, dRnon =dt, is
0
1
0
0
0
bðxaR̄lim ! mÞ
B
C
m
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B
0
!
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C
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b
b
f
C
B
C
B
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B
B
B
B
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B
B
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B
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0
!
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!
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1 ! x onon bnon fnon
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0
0
!knon
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C
C
C
C
C
C,
C
C
C
C
A

(D.5)

where, again, all parameters are for the limiting resource channel
unless otherwise specified. The same analysis from above holds,

Table C1
Parameters in model simulations.
Symbol

Definition

Units

Value 1a

Value 2

!1

1 ) 10!6
0.004
0.0001

5 ) 10!8
0.01
–

!1

0.0001

–

u

Mutation probability

–

us2
Dcut

Variance of mutation size
Density cutoff threshold

–

Dnew

New density

Cells or viruses ml

r
a
m

Immigration rate

d

Nutrient uptake rateb,c

ðmmol R ml

d

o

Fraction mortality not recycledb
Phytoplankton R use efficiencyd

Phytoplankton death rateb

Cells or viruses ml
!1
!1 !1

Þ

!1

d
–

d

!1

Cells mmol R!1

m

Virus decay ratee

d

b

Burst sizee

Viruses cell

f

Virus contact ratef

I

Nutrient input fluxf

ðViruses ml

k

Nutrient loss rate

!1
!1

mmol R ml
!1

d

!1 !1

!1

Þ

!1

d

!1

d

0.01

–

5 ) 104
0.2

8:3 ) 106
–

0.05

0.05

6:6 ) 1010
0.1

1:06 ) 1012
0.1

150

150

1 ) 10!7

1 ) 10!7

1 ) 10!5

1 ) 10!5

5 ) 10!9

3:2 ) 10!10

!
3!
þ
R1 is parameterized as nitrogen (where the available form is NO!
3 þ NO2 þ NH4 ) and R2 as phosphorus (available form PO4 ). For the simulation with three resources and
viruses, parameters for type three were midpoints between those for types 1 and 2.
a
Values 1 and 2 refer to resources R1 and R2 and/or virus types V 1 and V 2 , except for u and us2 , where value 1 is for the virus-free simulation and value 2 is for the
simulations with viruses.
b
From Tyrrell (1999), with unit conversions where necessary.
c
Maximum rates from saturating curve.
d
From Redfield ratios (C:N:P of 106:16:1, Redfield, 1958) and 10 cells pmol C!1 (Li, 2002).
e
From De Paepe and Taddei (2006).
!1
!1
!1
f
Calculated using Eqs. (6)–(8), equilibrium biomass of 104 cells ml from Wilhelm and Suttle (1999), surface nutrient values of 2 nmol N ml and 0:15 nmol P ml
from Levitus et al. (1993) and Tyrrell (1999), and fixed k’s, with N as the limiting nutrient.
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except that now
!
"
& x ' am
non
,
!Tr ¼ k þ
1 ! x obnon fnon

& x ' a2 m dxR̄
non
lim
,
& ¼ mnon ðxaR̄lim ! mÞ þ
1 ! x obnon fnon
!
"
& x ' dam
non
.
!Det ¼ mnon ðxaR̄lim ! mÞ k þ
1 ! x obnon fnon

R̄lim ¼
(D.6)

(D.7)

(D.8)

As above, since do1, the equilibrium is locally stable when it
exists (see May, 1973 for details of these analyses).
Appendix E. Effect of constant growth term on results

In our original model the basic evolutionary result is that colimitation is selected for, even when there is a top-down vs.
bottom-up tradeoff that results in lower equilibrium biomass and
no change in equilibrium resource concentrations as co-limitation
is approached. Mathematically, this result stems from the fact that
there is a component of mortality unrelated to the fraction of
receptors allocated to the limiting resource ðxlim Þ, m, whereas there
is no such component for growth. Biologically, the meaning of
adding such a component for growth or removing the virusindependent mortality term would be unclear, because growth
must depend on limiting resources and not all phytoplankton
mortality stems from viruses. For the purposes of mathematical
illustration, however, we now demonstrate that adding a constant
growth term ðgÞ to the growth equation or removing the constant
mortality term ðmÞ can alter the results. With both constant growth
and mortality terms, the phytoplankton growth equation is
0
0
11
n
X
dB
@
@
(E.1)
¼ B ðg þ gðR1 ; R2 ; . . . ; Rn ÞÞ ! m þ
xj fj V j AA.
dt
j
For there to be a top-down vs. bottom-up tradeoff, let V lim be
present. At equilibrium,

alim R̄lim ¼

m
xlim

þ flim V̄ lim !

g
xlim

,

so the mutant’s growth rate would be
! 0
"
x
dB0
¼ B0 ðm ! gÞ lim ! 1 .
dt
xlim

m

xlim alim

(E.2)

R̄non ¼

knon

(F.2)

!
"
B̄mdnon
Inon !
.

onon

(F.3)

Local stability of the system without viruses is guaranteed by
the sign structure of the Jacobian matrix, which is
0
1
0 þ 0
B
C
(F.4)
@ ! ! 0 A.
! 0 !

The eigenvalues of this triangular matrix are given by the (3,3)
entry (which is negative) and the eigenvalues of the 2 ) 2 matrix
in the upper left. The eigenvalues of the upper left matrix are
negative because the trace is negative and the determinant is
positive (Routh–Hurwitz conditions for a 2 ) 2 matrix). Therefore,
all eigenvalues are negative, so the ecosystem is locally stable. See
May (1973) for details of this linearization analysis.
F.2. Co-limitation is continuously stable
Invasion of a mutant type under single resource limitation is
given by
! 0
"
x
dB0
¼ B0 m lim ! 1 ,
(F.5)
dt
xlim
exactly the same as in the case where viruses attacking the
limiting resource channel are in the system. Therefore, mutants
allocating more toward taking up the limiting resource invade.
Invasions will push the system toward the strategy that yields
co-limitation at equilibrium. This point is given by the strategy x(1
that satisfies x1 a1 R̄1 ¼ ð1 ! x1 Þa2 R̄2 , which is given by the positive
root of the quadratic equation
(
x(2
1 ðC 3 I1 ! I2 Þ þ x1 ðI2 ! C 2 ! C 3 C 1 ! C 3 I1 Þ þ C 3 C 1 ¼ 0,

(F.6)

where
C1 ¼

mk1
,
a1

(F.7)

C2 ¼

mk2
,
a2

(F.8)

C3 ¼

o1 d2
.
o2 d1

(F.9)

(E.3)

Eq. (E.3) reveals that, if there are constant growth and mortality
terms, mutants allocating more than the residents to the limiting
resource ðx0lim 4xlim Þ will only invade when the constant mortality
term ðmÞ is greater than the constant growth term ðgÞ. If the
constant growth term exceeds the constant mortality term ðg4mÞ,
mutants allocating more to the non-limiting resource ðx0lim oxlim Þ
would invade, and evolution would proceed away from colimitation. If there were neither a constant growth term nor a
constant mortality term, the mutant’s invasion growth rate would
be zero (see Eqs. (14), (E.3) when m ¼ 0 and g ¼ 0). However,
neither of these cases is biologically realistic since there is no
component of growth that does not depend on limiting resources,
and there is always virus-independent mortality.

1

,

To determine whether x(1 is an ESS we examine the behavior of
dB0 =dt near x(1. At the co-limitation point x1 a1 R̄1 ¼ ð1 ! x1 Þa2 R̄2 .
When a mutant first appears, the system does not change
appreciably, so R̄1 and R̄2 are unaffected by the appearance of
mutant x1 ’s. Therefore, reducing or increasing x1 will decrease
growth, and thus no mutant can invade a co-limited resident. x(1 is
convergence and evolutionarily stable, so it is a continuously
stable strategy (Eshel, 1983).
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